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aNdira

her thin face a boat
on either side at rest
two oars are listening
to a wave
to a screw turn on a distant ship
to a hand grip in a fish’s gills
and hold it to the sun

a boat, sunk in the sand
like someone thinking
like some impression left
its salt on peeling paint
like a song on a violin’s
frayed strings

—Andira—
         calls a voice, and others
call from the dune: a crew
which picks up the refrain,
        An—
—dira
           calls
a crew in an inn
in an inn in a film
in a film Andira’s watching now
in her ears the sound
of a wave coming in
from somewhere
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Not stoppiNg talkiNg

Always she wanted to
And always beside him

Walking nodding, hand
Clenching and unclenching, him
Not stopping talking.

She wanted to
As he turned the key
And trod the cold hall’s tiles,
Searching for his pack of cigarettes,
Moving his lips through the smoke:
Let’s talk.

Yes, she wanted to
As he looked at her
As though to a past he passed
Beyond her to, to lands
With wings, and thoughts
With legs and headless.
He would sign at her:
Look, shouldn’t we discuss this, too?
Then not stop talking.

O she wanted to, her hand,
Clenching and unclenching,
Hearing him.
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Now she was slapping him,
At last she was slapping him,
Was slapping him and was cursing him,
And he was all, My God!
And his tongue had all burned up
Between her thighs.
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the slow traM

I want to go away but
In this slow tram
In the head which leans
On the window
Outward without
Looking out at anything
In the walls which pass
Spotted with blood
In the iron which hums
Between rock and rails
In the hand
That seeks
A pole to hold
The half-shuttered
Body balanced
In the secrets
In the paper lain there
Like a waking
Dream at the end of the world
I want to go away
And slow time
With me
Like an oil rag
I want to go away
Like the life of a labourer
Begging a cigarette
Before he leaps
Waving to no one like
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The window in that building
Passing like
In a dream
I want to go away
Like a prisoner walking a final time
Through faces and shoulders
Down that passage
Railed with bars
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state of the poets

In my country there are sidewalks set aside for the poets:

‘Good day to you.’
‘Good day!’

An ideal life. From time to time, a child will make it by some miracle across the street and clutch 
at a poet’s sleeve:

‘Take me with you!’

We have no children but we are fathers to all. The state knows this. Its employees as well, who say,

‘Let the children tug at your sleeves.’

Sometimes we revolt. This is absolutely necessary because there is injustice, a terrible and very sad 
injustice, and we must talk about injustice, about man and injustice, about the state and injustice, 
about poverty— How awful it is! But in symbols. No, sometimes we crush the symbols underfoot, 
are clear as dirt.

Sometimes we uproot paving slabs from the sidewalk and make a terrific noise. Sometimes we 
threaten. What in the name of God does poetry even mean if it doesn’t threaten? Sadly my 
countrymen do not grasp this, because they threaten, too, but differently. We do not understand 
them and they do not understand us. They are our children, all said and done, but they are dumb 
and they are sly. And they are poets, too, but in a way that turns the stomach. They are poets 
in drag who turn what we are into a joke. They are cowards and opportunists, poets who have 
corrupted the language irredeemably. Though the state is powerless to pursue them. The state? 
The state is also a poet. Its employees are virtuosic poets. Government documents are imagery. 
The soldiers kill behind poems heaped in mounds. God in my country is a poet who weeps and 
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beats as he weeps. My country? It is a poem which cannot be translated. You will never be able 
to control it. You can only recite it. This is terrifying, no? Though the real terror is to write it out 
new, from the beginning.
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a roMaNce

In sleep
I hear a purl
like water like
a thing like water like
the idea of us, you and I
bare naked
our happiness in silence
running downhill near
and never looking back


